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Phenomenological
approach
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St	Anthony	
Abbey

Plague propagation and the St Anthony monastery near Grenoble



St Anthony’s fire
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¢ Smallpox virus was transmitted via the respiratory tract. Case fatality was 
increasing over the centuries and peaked in the 18th century (death of king of 
France Louis XV in 1774).

¢ In 1721 a method of smallpox inoculation (variolation) was introduced from 
Turkey into England by Lady Mary W. Montagu, 
the wife of the English Ambassador 
to Constantinople. 

¢ Inoculation was even attempted against 

measles and plague before cow pox 

vaccination by E. Jenner in 1796.

SMALLPOX SPREADING

Lady Mary W. Montagu
1689-1762
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Phenomenologic approach



* Learning differential calculus of Leibnitz, 
with his father , and his brother (Nicolas).

* Receiving a M.D. degree (1721), after 
studying philosophy, logic, and medicine 
at the universities of Heidelberg, 
Strasbourg, and Basel.

* Lecturing in St Petersburg until 1732, in 
medicine, mechanics, and physics

* Returning to University of Basel, and 
accepting a post in anatomy and botany. 

Daniel Bernoulli�s life
February 9th 1700 (Groningue, NL) – March 17th 1782 (Bâle, Switzerland) 

• Widely esteemed by scholars, and also admired by the public 
throughout Europe, he won 10 prizes from the Royal 
Academy of Sciences (Paris). 26/02/2021SFBT 2021 12
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v Endemic
v Transmission occur, but the number of cases remains constant

v Epidemic
v The number of cases increases 

v Pandemic
v When epidemics occur at several continents – global epidemic

26/02/2021

Endemic - Epidemic - Pandemic

R0 = 1

R0 > 1

R0 < 1

Time

C
as
es
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* In 1927 the "bell shaped geometry" of the epidemic 
curve was well understood but a controversy 
occurred on factors that determined both the 
magnitude of the epidemic and its termination 
within a given population.

* Two explanations, for the termination of an 
epidemic, were most in favour amongst medical 
circles at that time, namely: 

* (1) that the supply of susceptible people had 
been exhausted, and,

* (2) that during the course of the epidemic the 
virulence of the infectious agent had gradually 
(or rapidly) decreased. 

15

Controversy about epidemic shapes

The 1665 Plague epidemic in London. Weekly reports of 
deaths due to the plague are recorded in Daniel Defoe's 
journal (Brayley, 1722).

McKendrick�s Model
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Screening data
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France
Covid-19
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Week-end effect on data collecting

Contagiousness duration effect ?
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ARIMA description

Xj = Sk=1,r akXj-k + Wj

After stationarizing the X’s (substracting trend and cyclic component)
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ARIMA

Koweit
Covid-19
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ARIMA
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Dependence on geoclimatic factors
(e.g., air ambiant temperature)
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Mean temperature in France                   covid-19 spread 

https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/7rq6uh/average_
annual_temperature_in_departments_of/

http://www.leparisien.fr/societe/coronavirus-135-deces-
en-24-heures-une-nouvelle-carte-de-deconfinement-03-05-2020-8310096.php

https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/7rq6uh/average_
http://www.leparisien.fr/societe/coronavirus-135-deces-
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Dependence on socio-economic factors
(e.g., % GDP for health expenditures)
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Autocorrelation slope
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PCA
FOR 91 COUNTRIES WITH SIMILAR SOCIO ECONOMY FEATURES (GINI INDEX AND GDP HEALTH)

Countries with greater
Positive score on PC1

Countries with greater
negative score on PC1
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Phenomenological modeling

The Bernoulli-Verhulst logistic
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Bernoulli, 1760
d’Alembert, 1761

Lambert, 1772

Delbrück, 1940, Bartholomay, 1958,

McQuarrie, 1967 & Gillespie, 1970

Multi-agent or IBM discrete models

Verhulst, 1838

McKendrick, 1925

Hamer, 1906  

Ronald Ross, 1916

Fisher & KPP, 1937

Demetrius, 1974

PDE or Markov continuous models

J. Bernoulli N. Bernoulli
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Q. GRIETTE, J. DEMONGEOT & P. MAGAL
A robust phenomenological approach to investigate COVID-19 data for France. 
One Health (submitted). MedRxiv doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.02.10.21251500 (2021).
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Demongeot, J.; Griette, Q.; Magal, P. Computations of the transmission rates in SI epidemic 
model applied to COVID-19 data in mainland China. Royal Society Open Science 2020, 7, 201878.
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Theoretical approach
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Discrete modeling

The daily reproduction numbers
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R0

Notes on R0
JH Jones
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R0 depends on the day of the 
contagion period

J. DEMONGEOT, Y. FLET-BERLIAC & H. SELIGMANN Temperature decreases spread parameters of 
the new covid-19 cases dynamics. Biology (Basel), 9, 94 (2020).
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Daily Reproduction numbers Rj
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Daily Reproduction numbers Rj

Stationary endemic phase
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Daily Reproduction numbers Rj

Exponential epidemic phase
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Mechanistic modelling

The µRNA-like model
(cluster bomb with cluster munitions)
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Genomic

* Les bactériophages attaquent les 
bactéries (procaryotes)

* Les virus attaquent les cellules eucaryotes

* Tous deux utilisent la machinerie cellulaire
pour fabriquer leurs macromolécules

* Dans l’hôte, ils provoquent soit un cycle 
lytique parasite, détruisant la cellule

* soit un cycle lysogénique commensal,
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mRNA/miRNA pairing
Protein/miRNA interaction
Viral 5’UTR pairing

Non coding DNA

pre-miRNA
hairpin

Drosha Enzyme

pri-miRNA

Exportine-5

miRNA

CATG
GTAC
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Continuous modelling

The SIR model



* This model assumes there is no immunity.
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New SI Model

S I

Susceptibles                                                                                          Infected

Daniel 
Bernoulli

Jean d’Alembert

First SI model



Population divided into: susceptible, not yet been infected, 
infected and immune, immunized for the rest of their life 
after one infection. 

* u(a): probability for a newborn individual to be susceptible 
(and alive) at age a. 

* w(a): probability to be immune (and alive) at age a.

States variables
Bernoulli�s Model
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u(a) = U(a)/S(a) w(a) = W(a)/S(a) 

S(a) = U(a)+l(a)+W(a)



Differential equations
Bernoulli�s Model

with initial conditions: u(0) =1 and w(0) = 0
26/02/2021JLL 50

u w

cross term
µ(a)U(a) + c(a)l(a) µ(a)W(a)



* Hamer (1906) postulated that the course of an epidemic depends on the rate 
of contact between susceptibles and infectious individuals. This notion 
has become one of the most important concepts in mathematical 
epidemiology: 

* This so called "mass action" principle of transmission for directly transmitted 
viral and bacterial infections is based on the idea that the net rate of spread 
of infection is proportional to the product of the densities of susceptible and 
infectious persons. The idea was originally formulated in a discrete-time 
model. 

* In 1908, Ronald Ross (celebrated as the discoverer of malaria transmission 
by mosquitoes) translated the problem into a continuous time framework in 
his pioneering work on the transmission dynamics of malaria (Ross, 1915; 
Ross and Hudson, 1917). 

* Anderson G McKendrick (1927), extended and explored in more detail the 
ideas of Hamer and Ross.

51

After D. Bernoulli
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Model SI Hamer (1906)

Jakob Bernoulli, uncle of Daniel
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SIRS model
Ross (1916) & McKendrick (1925) 

Susceptible Infected

Recovered

Ronald Ross
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China 4/5/2020 Cases 82,880 New cases +3 Deaths 4,633 
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Covid-19 dynamics

Liu, Z.; Magal, P.; Seydi, O.; Webb, G. Understanding Unreported Cases in the COVID-19 Epidemic Outbreak in Wuhan, 
China, and the Importance of Major Public Health Interventions. Biology 2020, 9, 50. 

/ 1
00

Cumulated R
Reported cases

R Reported cases

U Unreported cases

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/china/
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Many thanks for your attention !
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NB 

* Pierre Magal and myself are responsible of a peer-reviewed

special issue on covid-19 modelling in Biology, Section 

Theoretical Biology in which you are invited to publish: 

www.mdpi.com/journal/biology/special_issues/COVID-19_Epidemic



* The fifth and last child of John Gray McKendrick 
FRS, a distinguished physiologist, trained as a 
doctor at the University of Glasgow, and joined the 
Indian Medical Service

* His primary interest was in research, and he 
became director of the Pasteur Institute at Kausali
in the Punjab. He settled in 1920 in Edinburgh 
where he became Superintendent of the 
Laboratory of the Royal College of Physicians of 
Edinburgh for the rest of his life.

* McKendrick's career as a mathematical 
epidemiologist began in India. He worked with 
Ronald Ross and eventually would continue his work.

59

Anderson G McKendrick�s life
Edinburgh, September 8, 1876 - Edinburgh, May 30, 1943 

McKendrick�s Biography
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* Note:  S + I = N
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Hamer model with mortality

€ 

dI
dt= rSI − γI

€ 

dS
dt = −rSI + γI

€ 

S(0)= S0

€ 

I (0)= I 0



There is in the population always the unstable steady state (S1,I1) 
“eradication” and the stable steady state (S2,I2) “disease endemic”. 
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The Steady State Equations

€ 

S1 = N

€ 

I1 = 0

S2 =
γ
r

I2 = N − γ
r



At least one event (contact n, birth f, death µ) in (t, t+dt), where I=N-S:

P(S(t+dt)=k) = (1-n(N-k)dt) P(S(t)=k) + fdt P(S(t)=k-1) - µdt P(S(t)=k+1)

By multipyling by sk and summing over k, we prove if S and I are independent, 
that they are Poisson, whose parameter E(S) verifies (by multiplying by k and 
summing):

dE(S)/dt » f E(S) - n E(SI) - µE(S)
» -n E(S) E(I), if f = µ

26/02/2021

M. Delbrück 1940
M. DELBRÜCK. Statistical fluctuations in autocatalytic reactions. Journal of Chemical Physics 8, 120–124 (1940)
C.J. RHODES & L. DEMETRIUS. Evolutionary entropy determines invasion success in emergent epidemics. PloS ONE,
5, e12951 (2010).
J. DEMONGEOT & L. DEMETRIUS. Complexity and Stability in Biological Systems. Int. J. Bifurcation & Chaos, 25, 
40013 (2015).

Stability parameter = KS evolutionary entropy of the corresponding
Markov process

JLL 62

Probabilistic approach



* In 1914 McKendrick published a paper in which he gave equations for 
the pure birth process and a particular birth-death process. 

* His 1925 paper, 'Applications of mathematics to medical 
problems' was particularly impressive. Some of its results for 
stochastic models of epidemics and population growth were 
rediscovered by William Feller in 1939. Feller remarks in his 
Introduction to the Theory of Probability & its Applications (3rd edition 
p. 450), "It is unfortunate that this remarkable paper passed practically 
unnoticed." The same paper is also the earliest reference in 
Dempster et al.'s 1977 paper that defined and popularized the EM 
algorithm (Expectation-maximization algorithm). 

* In 1927 McKendrick began a collaboration with W. O. Kermack (1898 
- 1970) which produced a notable series of papers. The first paper 
(1927) gave the differential equations for a deterministic general 
epidemic.

63

Applied mathematics
McKendrick�s Biography
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The SIRS model allows for a loss of immunity causing 
recovered individuals to become susceptible again.
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The SIRS model

S I R

Susceptibles                       Infected Recovered
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The SIRS Model Equations

€ 

dI
dt= rSI − aI

€ 

dS
dt = −rSI + γR

€ 

dR
dt = aI − γR

€ 

S(0)= S0

€ 

I (0)= I 0

€ 

R(0)= 0



There is in the population always the steady state (S1,I1,R1) 
“eradication” and if N>a/r, steady state (S2,I2,R2) “disease 
endemic”. 
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The Steady State Equations

€ 

S1 = N

€ 

R1 = 0

€ 

I1 = 0

€ 

S2 =
a
r

€ 

I 2 = γ
N − S2
a+ γ

€ 

R2 =
aI2
γ



* The existence of a critical threshold density of susceptibles for the 
occurrence of a major epidemic can be deduced in a heuristic manner, 
via inspection of the right-hand side of equation. 

* Following the introduction of a few infected into a susceptible 
population, a major epidemic is to occur, if the rate of increase in the 
density of infected is positive, ie the term βX> v. More formally, the 
critical density of susceptibles, Nτ, is given by:

Nτ = v/β
* No epidemic can occur unless the population of susceptibles exceeds 

this value (the recovery rate, v, divided by the transmission coefficient, 
β), and if it does exceed this value then the size of the epidemic (to a 
first approximation) is roughly equivalent to 2n times the degree to 
which the initial population density of susceptibles exceeds the critical 
value [n = N(0)- Nr]. 

* Thus at the end of the epidemic the density of susceptibles will be as 
far below the threshold density, as initially it was above. 67

Threshold value
Bernoulli�s Model
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* Embodied within the threshold density concept, Kermack and 
McKendrick introduce the Ro parameter, in their analyses of the 
behaviour of the simple model., 

* Ro defined as Ro = βN/v; records the average number of
secondary cases of infection produced by one primary case in a 
totally susceptible population. 

* Kermack and McKendrick did not use the notion of a basic or 
case reproductive rate, analogous to Fisher's concept of a net 
reproductive rate, which is widely used in the disciplines of 
population genetics, ecology and demography (Fisher, 1930). 

* For an infectious agent to spread in a population it is intuitively 
obvious that Ro ≥1. If this condition is not satisfied the infection 
will die out (see Ross, 1915; Macdonald, 1957).

68

R0 Basic reproductive number of 
infection
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Evaluation of the potential for 
spread of an infection

R0 = 4 
with whole population susceptible

R0 = 4
with 75% population immune

(25% susceptible)

SFBT 2021 69



* When both infectivity and recovery are functions of the duration of infection in 
an individual (e.g. distributed infectious and recovery rates). If we denote β
and v as functions of the time s since infection then Ro is defined as:

* Hence the threshold density, Nr, is given by

* A further problem addressed by Kermack and McKendrick was the issue of 
what fraction of the population will be infected during the course of an 
epidemic in a closed population. If we denote this fraction as I then in the 
general case, where a small fraction I(0) is infected at time t = 0.

70

Duration of infection
McKendrick�s Model
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R0

Notes on R0
JH Jones
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R0



* If a<<1, then dI/dt = nSI, dLogI/dt = nS, and if I(0) = 1 
and S is quasi-constant at start of the epidemic:                                                  

Log(I(t)) = n∫[0,t]S(t)dt ≈ nSt , 
if Log(I(t)) ≈ Log(R0)t, then

R0 ≈ enS ≈1+nS, if nS << 1
26/02/2021JLL 73

R0
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SPAIN

1 + rS
erS
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Restrictions :

- If S(0) is very large and I(0) small, then let use a 

saturation term rSI/(1+S)

- If the total population remains stable (f=µ), then

S+I=N and S and I are not independent

- If the population is heterogeneous (e.g., if 

infectivity and susceptibility depends on age), 

then R0 does not represent the initial exponential

growth rate of infected
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J. DEMONGEOT, Y. FLET-BERLIAC & H. SELIGMANN Temperature decreases spread parameters of 

the new covid-19 cases dynamics. Biology (Basel), 9, 94 (2020).
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Linear prediction before and after
inflexion

Before resp. date (sd) After resp.date (sd)

Country Trend change Linear term Quad. term Linear term Quad. term

Germany 2020-04-04 0.3860(0.0322)  -0.0051(0.0008  )  -0.0638(0.0091)  3e-04(4e-04)

French 2020-04-01 0.4094(0.0238)  -0.0054(0.0006  ) -0.0508(0.0220)  0(0)

Italy 2020-03-22 0.3410 (0.0205) -0.0045 (0.0006) -0.0090 (0.0049) -5e-04 (2e-04)

Morocco 2020-04-17 0.1882(0.0382) -0.0018(0.0011) 0.0025 (0.0254) -6e-04(7e-04)

UK 2020-04-12 0.3403 (0.0169) -0.0037 (0.0004) 0.0230 (0.0101) -9e-04 (3e-04)

USA 2020-04-26 0.4489(0.0251) -0.0048(0.0004) -0.0092 (0.0217) 1e-04 (8e-04)

Spain 2020-04-01 0.3957(0.0267) -0.0051(0.0006) -0.0639 (0.0131) 0 (3e-04)

L. Hobbad, M. Alahiane, M. Rachdi, I. Ouassou 
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1137, but 510 yesterday !

28/5/2020

SPAIN
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29/05/2020

1325, but yesterday 191 !

FRANCE
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Covid-19 dynamics depends on 
genomic factors like retro-viruses

J. DEMONGEOT, E. DROUET, A. MOREIRA, Y. RECHOUM & S. SENÉ.Micro-RNAs: viral genome and 
robustness of the genes expression in host. Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. A, 367, 4941-4965 (2009).
J. DEMONGEOT & H. SELIGMANN. Covid-19 and miRNA-like inhibition power. Biology (submitted).

Homo sapiens microRNA let-7e (MIRLET7E), microRNA NCBI Reference Sequence: NR_029482.1

5’-TGAGGTATTGTGAATTTTCACCTTTTA-3’ Protein S Covid-19
3’-GGCTTTATTCTGCAAGCAATCAAATAAT-5’ Homo sapiens HBG2

5’-CCCGGGCTGAGGTAGGAGGTTGTATAGTTGAGGAGGACACCCAAGGAGATCACTATACG-3’
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Le coronavirus isolé chez le pangolin est capable d’entrer dans les cellules 
humaines alors que celui isolé chez la chauve-souris R. affinis ne l’est pas. Par 
ailleurs, cela suggère que le virus SARS-Cov-2 est issu d’une recombinaison entre 
deux virus différents, l’un proche de RaTG13 et l’autre plus proche de celui du 
pangolin. En d’autres termes, il s’agit d’une chimère entre deux virus préexistants. 
Ce mécanisme de recombinaison avait déjà été décrit chez les coronavirus, 
notamment pour expliquer l’origine du SARS-Cov. Il est important de savoir qu’une 
recombinaison aboutit à un nouveau virus potentiellement capable d’infecter une 
nouvelle espèce hôte. Pour qu’une recombinaison se produise, il faut que les deux 
virus divergents aient infecté le même organisme de façon concomitante.
Deux questions restent en suspens : dans quel organisme a eu lieu cette 
recombinaison ? (une chauve-souris, un pangolin ou une autre espèce ?) Et surtout 
dans quelles conditions a eu lieu cette recombinaison ?

https://www.santemagazine.fr/actualites/actualites-sante/covid-19-lanalyse-des-
genomes-revelerait-une-origine-double-du-virus-432862

https://jvi.asm.org/content/84/7/3134
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Dependence on age-structure
of the susceptible population
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Covid-19 dynamics depends on age

J

V
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J. DEMONGEOT, O. HANSEN, H. HESSAMI, A.S. JANNOT, J. MINTSA, M. RACHDI & C. TARAMASCO
Random modelling of contagious diseases. Acta Biotheoretica, 61, 141-172 (2013).
I. OUASSOU, M. RACHDI, J. DEMONGEOT. Covid-19 age-dependent dynamics. Biology (submitted).
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dS1/dt = -ß1S1I1 -ß2S1I2+k1R1+fS1-kS1
dI1/dt = ß1S1I1 + ß2S1I2 -(1-µ1)I1-µ1I1
dR1/dt = (1-µ1)I1-k1R1
dS2/dt = -ß1S2I1 -ß2S2I2+k2R2+kS1-µS2
dI2/dt = ß1S2I1 + ß2S2I2 -(1-µ2)I2 -µ2I2
dR2/dt = (1-µ2)I2-k2R2


